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Throw Caution to the Wind .

. Carolyn Bremer

Carolyn Bremer studied at the Eastman School of Music and Ca/Arts,
and received the Ph.D. in composition from the University of California,
Santa Barbara. Her teachers include Edward Applebaum, Buell Neidlinger,
Emma Lou Diemer, and Pulitzer Prize-winning composers Mel Powell and
Joseph Schwantner. Carolyn Bremer is former chair of the music composition program at the University of Oklahoma, where she directed the New
Century Ensembles and held the Sandra and Brian O'Brien Presidential
Professorship in Music. Her music has been featured at such festivals as
the U.N Conference on Women's Rights in Beijing, China; the Louisiana
Festival in Copenhagen, Denmark; the Virtuoso Series in Stockholm, Sweden;
the International Interdisciplinary Conference on Women in Adelaide, Australia; the International Congress of Women in Music in London, England; the
National Flute Association Cultural Exchange Tour to Moscow and Amsterdam ; and the Fringe Festival in Edinburgh, Scotland. She is currently afulltime composer living near the southern California coast and teaching parttime at California State University at Long Beach.
Her composition Throw Caution to the Wind was commissioned by the
SummerWind Festival for the Monarch Brass Ensemble. Performed at the
2000 International Women's Brass Conference, a recording of this work will
be released this spring.
- Note by Johanna Lalka

Suite for Five Trumpets .

. Ronald LoPresti

Ronald LoPresti, born in Williamstown, Massachusetts, attended the Eastman School of Music and received several Ford Foundation grants awarded
to young American composers. LoPresti taught clarinet in public schools, at
Texas Tech University, and at Indiana State College (now Indiana University
of Pennsylvania). He was also a member of the music theory faculty at Arizona State University. In addition to the Suite for Five Trumpets, Ronald
LoPresti composed several standard works for concert band, the most frequently performed being Elegy for a Young American, a tribute to John F
Kennedy.
- Note by Carl Lindquist

Funeral March for Brass Choir .

. Edvard Grieg

When Edward Grieg met Richard Nordraak, the composer of the Norwegian National Anthem, in 1863, the two immediately became friends. They
constantly encouraged each other to inspire nationalism in others through
their writing. A short three years after their introduction, Nordraak's health
began to deteriorate, and he died on March 26, 1866. Grieg was in Rome at
the time, but as soon as the news reached him, he wrote the Funeral March
in A Minor for Richard Nordraak, a piece originally for piano. One year
later Grieg arranged the work for military band, transposing it to G minor,
and later that year he included the work in a Philharmonic Society concert
in Christiania. In 1878 Grieg made yet another version of the march, this

time for brass choir. Grieg's purpose in making this new arrangement is unknown; it went unnoticed until many years later. "Nordraak's importance
for me is not exaggerated," wrote Grieg, "It is like this: through him, and
through him alone, light came to me." Proud of his Funeral March, Grieg
requested that it be played at his funeral "as beautifully as possible." That
request was honored upon his death in 1907.
- Note by Aubrey Ferguson

Divertissement Classique for .
Thirteen Brass Instruments, Op. 58

. Bernhard Krol

Between 1945 and 1967, Bernhard Krol was a horn player with the leading orchestras of Germany, including the Berlin Philharmonic and the Stuttgart Radio Symphony Orchestra. He studied composition with a disciple of
Arnold Schoenberg's, Josef Rufer, in Vienna. Despite this, Krol uses the tonal
system in all of his works, looking back towards composers such as Reger
and Hindemith. His music is characterized by a freshness of music-making,
marked rhythms, and, as he once said, "heaven's gift of the beauty of sound."
Krol's Divertissement Classique, Op. 58, is one of those works that makes
one wonder why it is not better known. It is a fabulous showpiece for the entire ensemble, featuring every instrument across the board with extensive
prominence, while maintaining a definite air o/scherzando throughout. Each
movement displays a different character, beginning in the first with a stately
fanfare , dissolving into an eclectic horn tune. The second is more mysterious
delving deep into the human mystique again pronounced by the lower horns
and tuba, almost in a passacaglia-type fragmented bass figure. The third
moves to a more pastoral flavor in a rollicking 6/ 8 showing many instances
of motion moving to repose. Movement four displays hints of what could
be a form o/klangfarbenmelodie, except with the main theme being passed
around within sections of the same instruments rather than different ones.
The final movement is a twisted carnival march that features a definite
European cabaret-jazz influence, much reminiscent ofHindemith. It is
structured within one gigantic, gradual build from beginning to end with
a massive, almost explosive stringendo right to the final measure.
- Note by Benjamin Jaber

Droned .

. DanBecker

It was the summer of 1995 in San Francisco and about two thirds through
the San Francisco Symphony's four-hour New American Music Festival. I
was looking forward to hearing Steve Reich perform his Clapping Music:
that early classic minimalist piece consisting ofjust two people clapping
away at a phase-based rhythm game. As the intermission was ending, the
Deadheads in the audience began clapping an invocational riff (from Not
Fade Away), something obviously meant to speed members of the Grateful
Dead - programmed to end the concert - onto the stage. It was the Dead's
first appearance together since Jerry Garcia's death, and the audience was
filled with tie-died Jans. It was in the middle of all this that Steve Reich and
a colleague stepped onto the stage and began performing Clapping Music .

It was immediately clear that many Dead fans in the audience were confused by these two men who appeared to be clapping "back" at them at the
same time and in almost the same rhythm as they themselves had been clapping. The musical collision was surreal. It seemed as if the barriers that separate art and life were dissolving on the spot. Suddenly there was no separation between the intermission and the performance, between the audience
and the performers. It was a terrific and magical moment and much of the
inspiration for Droned.
Droned was written for the Meridian Arts Ensemble in 1998 as part of
the Common Sense Composers Collectives 5th annual collaborative commissioning project.
- Note by the composer

Symphony in Brass .
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. Eric Ewazen

Eric Ewazen was born in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1954. He received his
Bachelor of Music degree from the Eastman School of Music in 1976, later
adding the Master of Music and Doctor of Musical Arts degrees from the
Juilliard School. Mr. Ewazen has been on the faculty of the Juilliard School
since 1980.
In the last twenty years, Mr. Ewazen has become one of the most prominent composers for brass ensembles. Symphony in Brass was originally composed for the Detroit Chamber Winds. It has since been performed around
the world and has been recorded by the Summit Brass.
The piece is written in three movements. The first movement opens with
a chorale figure that passes between sections. This short introduction gives
way to a much faster, dance-like feeling that dominates the rest of the movement. Throughout the movement, Ewazen mixes acrobatic technical passages
with legato, lyrical melodies. There is always a driving beat in the accompaniment as the movement comes to a climatic ending.
The second movement is very much the opposite of the first. The movement opens with a beautiful, lyrical melody in the euphonium. This melody
is soon restated with the rich sound of the entire brass ensemble. The movement progresses from this seemingly beautiful chorale sound, through a passage of rhythmic and harmonic dissonance, finally closing with the serenity
of the original theme.
The finale of the piece begins as a fanfare. This fanfare gives way to
a feeling similar to that of the first movement. The compound duple meter
gives a certain dance quality to the music, until a sudden meter change introduces the march that is the middle of the movement. This march section
is a brilliant web of canonic statements of the march theme. Finally, trumpets reintroduce the original fanfare and lead the ensemble to a climatic
finish, fitting of a piece of such heraldry and brilliance.
- Note by Zebediah Upton
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